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Abstract

The paper identifies professionals’ self-regulatory strategies underpinning planning and attainment of learning goals in the workplace, surfacing a number of organisational factors impacting these. Data are based on semi-structured interviews (n=29). Findings indicate that self-regulatory learning practices in the workplace are iterative and fluid rather than delineated into discrete stages as suggested by phase models of self-regulation. There is little deliberate, systematic self-reflection on learning in the workplace. Learning goals are driven by short-term work tasks and individuals’ longer-term development needs. Professionals draw extensively upon supervisors, mentors and colleagues when planning and attaining their learning goals. Formation of learning goals is constrained by individuals’ perceptions of their career development potential and of how their progression potential is viewed by the organisation in which they work. Similarities and differences in the perceptions of experienced, novice and mid-career professionals of these strategies and factors are analysed.
1. Introduction

This paper describes the findings of an exploratory, qualitative study, examining how professionals self-regulate their learning in the workplace. What do we mean by 'learning in the workplace' and by 'self-regulation of learning'? The literature on continuing professional development (CPD) and workplace learning (WPL) describe various forms of learning that professionals may engage in – formal and informal, structured and non-structured, on-the-job or off-the-job (Colley, Hodkinson and Malcolm, 2002; Collin, van der Heijden, and Lewis, 2012). Our interest in this paper specifically is on informal, on-the-job learning that takes place through participation in everyday work, individually or in collaboration with others (Billett, Harteis, and Etelaapelto, 2008; Eraut, 2004). Sometimes this learning may be structured and planned (personal development planning, coaching and mentoring, project meetings or after-action reviews). At other times it may be unstructured and incidental (for instance, when seeking help through personal contacts or spontaneous knowledge exchanges with others). Such learning incorporates a range of workplace activities and practices which ‘generate learning without learning being an express objective’ (Collin et al, 2012, p. 155). Workplace activities, guided by work-based goals, with learning as a by-product, are rarely acknowledged as learning activities, because they are a normal part of everyday working life (Eraut, 2007). Nevertheless, recent studies have evidenced that deep and powerful learning occurs through everyday work (Billett, 2010; Felstead, Fuller, Jawson, and Unwin, 2009; Stenstroem and Tynjala, 2009).

Self-regulation of learning refers to “…self-generated thoughts, feelings and actions that are planned and cyclically adapted to the attainment of personal goals” (Zimmerman, 2005, p. 14). In particular, our analysis focuses on professionals’ self-regulatory actions related to planning and attainment of learning goals and to factors impacting the formation of these goals.

As the nature of work evolves, understanding how professionals self-regulate their learning in the context of everyday work becomes increasingly important (Bateman and Barry, 2012; Lord, Diefendorff, Schmidt and Hall, 2010; Sitzmann and Ely, 2011). Informal learning at work is recognised as a key component in continuing professional development (Cheetham and Chivers, 2001). Informal learning has been gaining in prominence as increasingly specialised, distributed and changing work practices require professionals to solve novel problems, identify what they need to know and recognise where they can obtain the necessary information or how they may create new knowledge (Littlejohn, Milligan, and Margaryan, 2012; Margaryan, 2008). In contrast to formal learning settings where learning goals and pathways to achieving these are explicitly defined, in informal, workplace learning contexts professionals have to engage in self-regulation to articulate and pursue their learning goals. The ability to self-regulate one’s own learning through goal setting, self-monitoring, self-reflection and adaptation is a central component of expertise development in any domain (Ericsson, 2006; Zimmerman, 2006) and research has shown that self-regulation is a predictive factor for work-related learning behaviour (Gijbels, Raemdonck, Vervecken, and van Herck, 2012). Therefore, understanding how self-regulation develops and exhibits itself in the workplace is an important task in theorising workplace learning.

Self-regulated learning (SRL) is a broad domain. A recent meta-analysis examining the current state of research on self-regulated learning identified seven different theories and sixteen different, fundamental constructs of self-regulation, emerging from different disciplines including educational, organisational and clinical psychology, and cybernetics (Sitzmann and Ely, 2011). The main theories of self-regulation reviewed by Sitzmann and Ely include control theory, goal setting theory, action regulation theory, resource allocation theory, self-efficacy theory as well as phase models of self-regulation. The key constructs comprising self-regulation include goals, planning, monitoring, learning strategies, help seeking, and self-evaluation, among others (Sitzmann et al, 2011). While the former theories have been applied predominantly to explain self-regulation of behaviour and performance more generally, the phase models - in particular, Zimmerman’s three-phase model (Zimmerman, 2005) and Pintrich’s four-phase model (Pintrich, 2000) - have been especially influential in the analysis of learning. While these theories have a divergent background,
they share commonalities, the most important of which is the postulate that self-regulation is triggered by goal-setting. Both organisational and educational psychology literatures examining the mechanisms underpinning self-regulation posit that human behaviour is goal-directed: all humans self-regulate their own functioning – their behaviour, their cognition and their emotions – in order to attain goals in life (Carver and Scheier, 2005; Zimmerman, 2005). Goals are defined as representations of desired states (Austin and Vancouver, 1996). The function of goals is to direct attention toward the activity at hand, stimulating increased effort and persistence, as well as discovery and use of strategies and knowledge necessary to complete the activity (Sitzmann et al, 2011). Goals define standards for successfully accomplishing a task and provide a criterion for planning, strategy selection, monitoring, evaluation and other processes underpinning self-regulation (Hadwin et al, 2011; Sitzmann and Ely, 2011). Because of the central role that goals play in initiating self-regulation, the analysis of the factors impacting the formation of learning goals at work is essential in developing our understanding of self-regulatory learning processes in the workplace.

Despite a sizeable body of literature on self-regulation, there are two prominent gaps in research. Firstly, how professionals self-regulate their learning in the context of daily work is not well understood (Sitzmann et al, 2005). Most SRL research has taken place in formal, instructional settings such as secondary schools or universities. In these settings, learning itself is the goal, whilst in the workplace learning is a means to an end (doing the work) and a by-product of work (Eraut et al, 2000; Resnick, 1987). In contrast, organisational psychology research has studied self-regulation in the workplace (Locke and Latham, 2002; Vancouver and Day, 2005; Kanfer, Chen and Pritchard, 2008; Lord, Diefendorff, Schmidt, and Hall, 2010), however this body of research is largely focused on the self-regulation of work performance, rather than the self-regulation of learning. One exception is a body of studies from the field of teacher training, which examined self-regulated learning among school and university teachers (eg. Bolhuis, 2000; Bolhuis and Voeten, 2004; van Eekelen et al, 2005; Tillema and Kremer-Hayon, 2002; Nitsche et al, 2011; Randi, 2004). This literature distinguished between three types of self-regulated learning in the workplace: planned learning, spontaneous unplanned learning, and non-linear learning - with unplanned learning arising as a result of an external driver (eg organisational factors) or a problem situation being the most frequently encountered mode (van Eekelen et al, 2005). Whilst these studies have made important theoretical and methodological contributions, they are too specific to the teaching profession and to work in formal educational settings, so the extent to which the findings and measures generated through these studies can help explain self-regulated learning in workplaces other than schools and universities is unclear.

Secondly, research into self-regulation has been typically conducted under laboratory conditions, among disconnected individuals. This has resulted in continued lack of understanding of the impact of the environment – other people or organisational factors – upon individuals’ self-regulatory practices. In summary, the extent to which extant research in SRL may generalise to workplace learning settings, where individuals themselves are largely responsible for setting and achieving their own learning goals, where learning is driven by work demands and where complex interdependences among people exist (Eraut, 2004) remains unclear. Sitzmann et al (2011) called for researchers studying self-regulation to "adjust their focus to accommodate how learning occurs in the modern work" (p. 438) and to employ ‘qualitative research to better understand how self-regulation plays out...in different environments” (p. 436).

The exploratory study reported in this paper is a response to this call. Our aim is to surface the strategies that professionals use to plan and attain their learning goals as part of everyday work and to analyse the factors that impact the formation of their learning goals. We did not examine the affective aspects of self-regulation (feelings) nor did we investigate cognitive processes (thoughts, self-efficacy beliefs) underpinning self-regulatory strategies. Although the cognitive and affective dimensions of self-regulation are as important as the behavioural aspect is, the analysis of the former is beyond the scope of this study. Learning in the workplace is shaped by goal-directed activities individuals engage in, and the nature of the goals themselves. We identify how
professionals plan, implement and reflect upon their learning goals, analysing similarities and differences between experts, novices and mid-career professionals. We analyse how professionals draw upon available environmental resources, such as other people or organisational processes, to regulate how they plan and attain their learning goals. The study is guided by the following research questions:

1) What factors stimulate formation of learning goals in the workplace?

2) What strategies do professionals use and what other people do they draw upon when planning and attaining their learning goals?

Our focus is on knowledge workers - highly-skilled professionals educated to (post)graduate level, whose work is primarily concerned with knowledge creation through symbolic-analytical activities (Drucker, 1969). The context of the study is a global company in the energy sector. This organisation provides extensive formal learning programmes (courses and workshops designed and delivered in-house) and informal learning opportunities (mentoring and coaching schemes, job rotation, knowledge sharing networks, attendance of seminars and conferences) for both novice and expert employees. Emphasis is placed on employees' personal responsibility for organising their own learning.

In the next sections, we begin by reviewing relevant prior research to provide a context in which to contextualise our results. While a systematic review of the corpus of work in all relevant areas is beyond the purpose of this paper, we use these studies as examples to characterise the state-of-the-art. Secondly, we present and discuss the findings from our study. We conclude by outlining implications for practice and proposing directions for future research.

2. Workplace and self-regulated learning: An overview of previous research

The work reported in this paper is guided by Zimmerman's three-phase model of self-regulation which has been influential in education (Zimmerman, 2005). Zimmerman's model postulates that self-regulatory processes fall into three cyclical phases: planning of learning goals, implementation/attainment of goals, and self-reflection. Each of the phases of self-regulation of learning is comprised of distinct, but interlinked sub-processes. Planning includes goal setting and strategic planning. Implementation is comprised of self-experimentation and self-observation and includes various task-management strategies. Self-reflection incorporates self-evaluation, causal attribution and adaptation of one's strategies.

Unlike the controlled, formal learning settings, in which a significant proportion of SRL research has been conducted to date, real-world workplaces are complex socio-technical systems where multifaceted interdependencies exist between individuals populating these systems (Billett, 2002), between individuals, their work practices and technologies (Szymanski and Whalen, 2011) as well as organisational rules and goals (Engestroem, 2008). A number of key characteristics of workplace learning that could be usefully brought to bear on an analysis of learning goal attainment in the workplace can be derived from the literature. In the remainder of this section, we discuss examples of relevant research from the workplace learning and self-regulated learning domains. Rather than treating these two sets of literatures in isolation, we discuss them in an integrated fashion, structuring our presentation around five key themes: integration of work and learning; impact of organisational factors; learning from and with other people; self-reflection; and similarities and differences in self-regulatory practices of experts and novices. These five themes, while useful in the interpretation of our findings, do not represent a comprehensive synthesis of these two very broad literatures - such a synthesis is beyond the purpose of this paper.

Firstly, a critical important feature of workplace is the close intertwinemnt between work goals and learning goals (Stenstroem and Tynjala, 2009). This is because in the workplace learning is determined by and integrated with work tasks and priorities (Billett, 2004). For example, Kook, Ley and Hoog (2007) showed that, while some examples of learning driven purely by curiosity
could be observed in the workplaces that they had studied, the majority of workplace learning was strongly driven by work tasks. As Randi (2004) argued ‘in organisations focused on productivity, work is valued over learning and learning is developed for work’s sake’ (p. 1833). The work-driven nature of learning in workplace contexts is, therefore, likely to lead to an emphasis on the outcome rather than the process of learning and to self-regulation to be defined in terms of accomplishing specific tasks, such as meeting a sales goal or developing new product. What is the potential implication of this overemphasis on outcome rather than process of learning? SLR literature distinguishes between process and outcome goals, postulating that when individuals adopt process goals, they focus on improvement of their strategy or technique, whereas when adopting outcome goals they aim to enhance their performance (Zimmerman, 2006). It has been shown that focusing on outcome goals alone can be detrimental to improvement of one’s skill (Zimmerman and Kitsantas, 1996) and that those individuals who set both process and outcome goals perform better than those who set singular goals (Filby et al, 1999). Given that learning in the workplace is a by-product of work rather than a goal in itself, it can be hypothesised that learning goals in the workplace are likely to be predominantly outcome-focused rather than process-focused, possibly leading to detrimental effects on learning. However, research on the impact of different types of goals on learning has been conducted largely in the context of the development of motoric skills in sports (athletics, cycling), and the extent to which they may generalise to workplace learning contexts remains unclear.

A second key point is the crucial role that broader organisational factors play in workplace learning generally, and in goal formation more specifically (Felstead, Fuller, Jewson, and Unwin, 2009; Rainbird, Fuller, and Munro, 2004). Variations in the extent and nature of support that workplaces provide for learning have been highlighted in the literature, most notably by Fuller and Unwin (2004) who conceptualised a continuum of expansive-restrictive learning environments. Specific jobs and even sectors differ in their affordances for learning, a feature captured in the notion of ‘learning-intensive job’ (Skule, 2004). Similarly, work environments differ in the extent of self-regulation that they afford. For example, Randi (2004) argued that workers’ self-regulation is enabled and facilitated when the workplace environment affords opportunities for problem solving and learning in the context of everyday work; when workers are offered choice in how they learn; when they have opportunities to articulate and share their knowledge; and when the workplace presents both challenge and support, scaffolding workers to higher levels of performance.

Educational psychology research suggested that goal structures inherent in a classroom environment could affect motivation, cognitive engagement and achievement within the environment (Eren, 2009). This research highlighted that in classroom settings teachers can create different goal structures for learners by using specific instructional, evaluation and learner grouping strategies. Whether similar effects on learning goal formation in the workplace exist, for example through job design, performance review systems, and team formation strategies, is unclear, but plausible.

A third central feature of workplace learning is the importance of learning with and from other people (Eraut, 2007; Koopmans, Doornbos, & van Eekelen, 2006; Tynjala, 2008). Collaboration with and guidance by ‘significant others’ (more knowledgeable colleagues, mentors, clients) are important stimuli for individuals in setting and achieving their learning goals in the workplace (Lave, 1991). Collin and Paloniemi (2008) highlighted the importance of informal and incidental opportunities for learning with and from others in organisations. Pazy (2004) showed a correlation between the social environment and self-regulatory learning behaviour at work. Meanwhile, SRL literature has largely focused on individual learning, although socio-cognitive theories of SRL acknowledge the role of social factors in the individual's learning processes (Zimmerman, 2005). In recent years, concepts such as co-regulation, shared regulation and social regulation have been advanced to account for the social dimensions of SRL (eg. Volet et al, 2009). However, this strand of work has been limited to formal, classroom learning settings.

Fourth, literature emphasised the crucial role of self-reflection in learning and development of expertise. Human activity, including the activity of work, in itself is insufficient for learning to occur.
The learning value of an activity is in the extent to which the activity incorporates sense-making mechanisms, such as self-reflection (Dewey, 1966). This means that for learning to occur from work, sense-making mechanisms such as reflection must be present in work activity or these may be purposefully designed into work (either by individuals themselves or by organisations). Schoen (1987) has argued that reflection is a crucial element of reflective practice. Socio-cultural theories conceptualised self-reflection as a fundamentally social process, in which self-reflection arises as a response to the presence of an other (Gillespie, 2007).

Finally, previous research has demonstrated a number of similarities and differences in self-regulatory processes of experts and novices. First, while experts tend to set specific process goals, novices often do not set goals at all (Kitsantas and Zimmerman, 2002). Second, when self-evaluating their goal attainment, experts tend to set standards that are neither too high nor too low, whilst novices have difficulty in formulating goals of an appropriate level of difficulty (Locke and Latham, 2002). Third, experts are more systematic, selective and adaptive in their reflection upon their learning and their self-monitoring of their use of self-regulatory strategies than novices are (Kitsantas et al, 2002). Fourth, experts are better than novices - more selective, adaptive and self-initiated- in seeking help by drawing upon 'significant others' to assist them in learning (Karabenek, 1998). This strand of research has generated important insights, however it too has largely focused on learning in academic or physical training contexts, leading to a difficulty in ascertaining the extent to which these findings may help explain self-regulation in workplace learning.

3. Methods

The study described in this paper was part of a larger research project aimed at investigating how professionals learn in the context of daily work (Margaryan, Milligan, and Littlejohn, 2009). The larger study employed a mixed-methods research approach (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004), including a quantitative phase (questionnaire survey, n=469) followed by a qualitative phase (semi-structured interview, n=29). In this paper, we report on the findings of the qualitative phase only. We do not report the survey results, because the survey was focused on other aspects of workplace learning only indirectly related to the topic of this paper. We draw on the survey solely to identify the experience level of the respondents and the country in which they worked at the time of the interviews.

3.1. Data collection procedure and instrument and data analysis method

Semi-structured interviews lasting one hour on average were conducted with a group of knowledge workers from a multinational energy company. Interview respondents were recruited through the above-mentioned survey, at the end of which the respondents where asked to volunteer for follow-up interviews. Twenty-nine respondents volunteered to be interviewed. The interviews took place in November 2008-March 2009.

Interviews were by telephone. At the start of the interview, the respondents were asked to think about their most significant learning experience in the past year - the project or task from which they had learned the most. The interview questions were designed to elicit data about the ways in which professionals set and attain their learning and development goals to complete the project/task. In addition, interviewees were asked to describe their job role, typical tasks they performed, the extent of autonomy versus interdependency and collaboration inherent in their job, team structures they operated within, in particular team size and formality. The interview script is at http://dl.dropbox.com/u/6017514/interviewscript.pdf

Interview data were analysed using a combination of pre-defined and emergent codes related to the three key areas of focus reflected in the research questions. The three areas of focus included: 1) factors stimulating formation of learning goals; 2) strategies of goal planning and attainment;
and 3) other people the respondents drew upon when planning and attaining their goals. Firstly, the entire dataset was coded using these three broad areas. Secondly, the data within each of these three areas were further analysed thematically, using emergent codes. For instance, the emergent codes included those related to different types of factors, different types of strategies and different types of people that were described by the participants. Thirdly, the respondents were categorised into three groups according to their experience level (novice, midcareer and experienced), and the identified factors stimulating formation of learning goals, goal planning and attainment strategies and types of people respondents drew upon were compared and contrasted across these three groups. In all three phases of the analysis, coding for a sample of data was cross-checked by three researchers to ensure reliability and consistency.

3.2. Respondents

Interview respondents (n=29) included engineers; scientists (geophysicist, geologists); HR, knowledge management and procurement specialists; and instructional designers. The respondents were distributed in 12 countries, including Netherlands (13/29), US (3/29), UK (3/29), Canada (2/29), and one participant each from Russia, Portugal, Greece, Brazil, Egypt, Germany, India, and Brunei.

Of 29 interview respondents, 10 were novices (N), 12 were experts (E) and 7 were mid-career professionals (MC). We defined as experts those who had 11 and more years of experience and novices as those who had up to 3 years of experience in their discipline at the time of the interview. Those who had 4-10 years of experience were defined as mid-career professionals. We acknowledge the problematic nature of grouping experts and novices in this way, as this method considers merely the quantitative rather than the qualitative nature of experience. Obtaining objective measures of expertise level, for example performance appraisal information or peer assessment, was unfeasible in this study. To mitigate, we triangulated the data on the years of experience in their specialism with the number of years they had spent with the company and their time in their current role. We then compared these data with respondents’ perceptions of their status as experts, all identified through the pre-interview survey.

3.3. Sample representativeness

The interview sample (n=29) has representation from a range of geographic locations and disciplines, and different job profiles and experience levels. However, the exploratory nature of this study meant that the sample was small and, therefore, unrepresentative. Furthermore, the fact that the respondents were selected on the basis of their interest in the study may have introduced a sampling bias. Driven by pragmatic consideration inevitable when conducting research in real-world business contexts, this sampling strategy did not account for the number of potential participants who may have been omitted from the study. These limitations are common in qualitative research (Daly and Lumley, 2002). Therefore, the data presented in this paper can only be considered a snapshot of employees’ views and may not be representative of the entire worker population of this company. Foregoing these methodological weaknesses, the study offers a valuable contribution to empirical research in the field.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. What factors stimulate learning goals in the workplace?

Our data suggests that SRL in the workplace is structured by and deeply integrated with work tasks and priorities. Interviews revealed a prevalence of outcome rather than process goals, in line with the performance-oriented nature of workplace learning, as highlighted in the discussion of the previous research. In this study we did not examine the correlation between the type of goals and
learning outcomes, so whether or not the focus on outcome goals was detrimental to learning is unclear.

For the predominant majority of respondents learning goals were driven by organisational factors, mainly by work tasks or job role requirements. Subsequently, learning goals were usually structured around short- and long-term organisational needs arising from these tasks and job role requirements. When asked whether learning goal planning was integrated with work tasks, only one out of 29 respondents (a novice Procurement Analyst) said she was motivated by desire to acquire more general knowledge not directly tied to a work task - possibly because her job was not sufficiently learning-intensive (Skule, 2004):

“There is not a lot I need to learn to function properly in my job, but a lot of things I would like to just for my own knowledge and my own appreciation. ...Most of the things I want to explore aren’t specific to what I am doing in day-to-day activities” (N4).

Data from the rest of the respondents indicates that their learning plans were tightly integrated with their work tasks. In van Ekelen et al (2005) terms, their learning appears to be largely externally regulated.

However, clearly delineating and decoupling internal factors (that is, factors pertaining solely to an individual) from external factors (that is, factors pertaining solely to the environment) is not straightforward. Socio-cognitive theories of SRL suggest (Zimmerman, 2005) that social, environmental and individual self-influences are interdependent. Therefore learning cannot be solely internally- or externally-regulated. This is particularly relevant in workplace contexts, where learning is highly interactional and is a by-product of work rather than a goal in itself (Eraut, 2004).

The synthesis of data highlighted two key factors stimulating the formation of learning goals in the workplace: task and role requirements and individual developmental needs related to career progression. These factors can be distinguished in terms of a temporal perspective, current task and role requirements representing a short-term perspective and individual development needs reflecting a longer-term orientation. The short-term perspective was reflected equally in the data from experts, novices and mid-career professionals, with no observable differences between these three groups. In contrast, the long-term perspective was reflected predominantly in novices’ responses.

4.2. How do professionals regulate their learning?

Respondents indicated that their learning was highly iterative. The ever-increasing complexity of problems and projects (“we are stepping further and further beyond everyone’s comfort zone” (MC3)) meant that it was impossible for any individual to learn everything one needed to know to solve difficult problems. Our analysis suggests that SRL in the workplace, unlike in educational or laboratory contexts, is difficult to clearly delineate into discrete phases of planning, implementation and reflection. The phases postulated by phase-theories of SRL, therefore, may not be analytically meaningful in workplace contexts, where tasks and goals are much less bounded or well-defined. In the workplace learning contexts, discrete phases may be meaningful only when dealing with very specific, clearly defined, small-scale tasks and goals that can be more easily delineated:

“For my job, learning is more continuous. Not all jobs are like that. For instance, the Technicians, they are more the former way you described: you learn how to do a technique and then you master this technique and you go on. Mine is definitely continuous, especially in today's field, where the traditional curricular disciplines are becoming much more frayed. There is increasing [interdisciplinary] overlap, especially when you need to innovate, when you have to push the boundaries of existing technology... So mine is definitely continuous.” (N2)
The analysis highlighted a key mechanism for support of SRL: Individual Development Planning (IDP), a process closely linked with annual performance appraisal. These two organisational processes together support individuals in annual planning of work goals and tasks, identification of learning needs and formulation of learning goals to help them achieve their short-term work goals and long-term career aspirations, in consultation with their line managers. IDP results in concrete actions for addressing the learning goals, for example it could include attendance of specific courses; coaching and mentoring; or conference attendance. Respondents across all levels of expertise discussed IDP as a central strategy that they used. However, there were differences in the perceptions of the usefulness of IDP. Specifically, experts viewed IDP as more relevant for novices than for experienced professionals. Some experts viewed IDP as a tool for planning formal learning (courses) and therefore, in their view, not relevant to experts, who, in their view, tended to prefer experiential, non-formal learning.

Whilst IDP, together with the annual performance appraisal, is central to learning goal planning, it also provides a structured set of formal or informal reflection points throughout a year:

“I have my personal goals and on a regular basis they are discussed with my line manager. Now, periodically he will remind me, or actually I will remind him, that we need to update my goals. We have a rolling annual process around individual development plans and targets, so it is very well structured, in my opinion. It is very open and also it is very, kind of, led by the individual. And it links into the team goals obviously, but also there is personal elements in there as well.” (E10)

Other strategies that emerged from the data included use of competency assessment and performance feedback mechanisms (eg ‘360 degree feedback’ whereby individuals seek feedback on their work from their supervisors, as well as peers and supervisees) available within the organisation. However, these strategies were mentioned much less frequently than IDP - only three respondents, including two experts and a novice, mentioned them.

The analysis surfaced two additional organisational factors, which appear to play an important role in goal planning. Firstly, individual’s perceptions regarding career development possibilities in their organisation, exemplified in a quote from a mid-career Procurement specialist:

“At the moment, I don’t know about my future development plans or next position that I can work in. So I don’t know for what I should prepare. When you know that you are going to use this or that functionality in future, let’s say half a year or in one month, you will start to prepare for it, you will start to acquire some knowledge about this particular function. But when you do not know what is going to be your assignment in the next year, you don’t know what to do.” (MC1)

Secondly, individual’s perception of how the organisation views their career progression potential, in particular based on what line managers communicate to employees about organisational intentions:

“I don’t know how to plan, because it is rather difficult to say if there is an opportunity for you to go further or not. You don’t know the plans of your bosses, whether they can see for you to be good for some supervisory position or not. Even if they do, they do not share this knowledge with you. So you do not know what you should be prepared for. You do not plan your career like in the case that, okay they say ‘we are looking at you as a Supervisor for his or that department in the near future, please get prepared’. “ (MC1)

Overall, our enquiry highlighted the significance of organisational processes as key factors impacting SRL in the workplace. This is not surprising given the prevalent role of the organisational factors stimulating the formulation of learning goals in the workplace. When probed on reasons underpinning the significance of these, many respondents indicated that they found organisational mechanisms sufficient and therefore did not seek or use additional, personal approaches. Existing organisational processes and mechanisms appear to serve as reference points for self-regulated
learning in the workplace.

The interviews also revealed that while planning and attaining learning goals, professionals often draw upon others. When faced with a new problem or a new task for which they need to gain knowledge quickly, most respondents, whether novice or expert, tended to draw heavily upon their personal networks of trusted colleagues to diagnose their learning needs and attain their learning goals. Respondents discussed three key categories of workplace ‘significant others’: line managers, mentors/coaches, and colleagues in the organisation (other than those in the immediate team the person is working within). From these three categories, line managers were mentioned most frequently. Line managers were discussed more frequently by novices and experts than by mid-career respondents. Line managers’ central role in workplace learning and learning goal formation is well established in the literature (Broad, 1997; Locke et al, 1988; Margaryan, Milligan, and Littlejohn (in press); Senge, 1990;). Mentors appear to play a role similar to that of the line managers, chiefly providing advice on skills assessment and learning needs and helping employees identify formal and informal learning opportunities to address the needs. Our findings suggest that mentors are more peripheral to the planning process than line managers are. This may be because the goal planning processes in this organisation are heavily structured around IDP, and mentors, unlike line managers, do not participate in the approval of the individual development plan, although they may contribute in the ways outlined above. In addition, not everyone in this organisation and in our sample had a mentor. Finally, colleagues were the third key category that emerged from the data. Previous research showed that in the workplace peers influence individual’s goal setting through social pressure, conveyance of normative information, acting as role models or generating competition (Earley and Kanfer, 1985). Mentors and colleagues were mentioned more frequently by novices than experts or mid-career professionals.

It was difficult to distinguish between respondents’ reflections on learning tasks and their reflections on work tasks, even though the interviewers systematically probed for learning and development-specific reflections. This is likely to be due to the close interweaving of work and learning (Eraut, 2004). A number of key themes were identified. Firstly, reflection practices are structured around work projects. A typical example is outlined by an expert:

“When I was in <project name>, we always had a look-back session. After the project was over and the last tally was totalled, we would go and sit in a room together with peers. We had a look-back [at] what went right on the project, what went wrong, what not to repeat. And we put all that in a database... to capture those learnings [sic] so others can learn from the.” (E2)

Secondly, our analysis revealed lack of explicit focus on reflection on learning in the workplace across all experience levels within the sample. The majority of respondents, novices and experts alike, appear seldom to engage in deliberate and systematic self-reflection. In the workplace, learning is driven by task and performance demands, therefore there are limited opportunities for systematic self-reflection. Where the opportunity for deliberate reflection exists, such as in project after-action reviews, these are closely linked to the immediate work task, rather than being focused on learning per se. Most interviewees could not explicate any specific reflection strategies that they may have used. Overall, respondents appeared to focus on acting rather than reflecting, with lack of time and lack of reflection skills indicated as the two key reasons:

“The whole culture is very heavily project-oriented, so there are deadlines, there are demands from clients and there are PowerPoints to be made and presentations to be given. So even though I say that working is very important I feel that we need time to sit back and reflect on what we are actually doing and what we are learning...” (MC5)

“I am not much of a reflector, which is a skill I need to learn. When I have had the time, I look back on what was good and what I could do better at.” (N8)

This finding is in line with results discussed in teacher training research, which also identified lack of planned and structured reflection amongst teachers (Van Eekelen et al, 2005) suggesting that
professionals in the workplace may need dedicated and sustained opportunities to reflect on their learning in the context of work.

5. Conclusions, implications, limitations and future research

This small-scale study indicates that self-regulated learning in the workplace is structured by and deeply integrated with work tasks. Learning goals are largely driven by organisational factors, in particular short-term work tasks as well as individuals’ longer-term development needs. In addition, the formation of learning goals is constrained by individuals’ perceptions of career development potential in the organisation in which they work, as well as by their perception of how the organisation views their career progression potential, in particular how the organisation communicates its intentions to workers. The analysis also contributes evidence that self-regulated learning in the workplace is highly social, with individuals drawing upon line managers, mentors and colleagues extensively when planning and attaining their learning goals. Furthermore, the study identified that SRL in the workplace is iterative, fluid and continuous rather than clearly delineated into discrete stages of planning, implementation and reflection, as postulated by extant SRL theories. Finally, the interviews highlighted a paucity of deliberate, systematic self-reflection on learning, due to predominantly outcome-oriented rather than process-oriented nature of learning in the workplace, as well as lack of knowledge of reflection strategies and techniques on the part of the workers.

Whilst our sample (n=29) is too small to discern robust patterns, some differences in SRL in novices, experts and mid-career professionals have been identified. In particular, while short-term focus on task and role requirements as determinants of learning goal formation was distributed equally between the three groups, the long-term developmental focus was more characteristic of novices rather than experts or mid-career workers. Furthermore, line managers appear to be more central in novices’ and experts’ accounts of learning rather than mid-career professionals’ practices. In contrast, mentors and colleagues were mentioned more frequently by novices than experts or mid-career professionals. These differences, however, are indicative: they have not been tested for significance because our sample was small.

A key limitation of our study is the small sample size and the limited data collection methodology using retrospective, self-reported measures. Workplace learning is difficult to study because it tends to be invisible, not only to researchers but often to the individuals themselves. Self-regulatory processes are often not readily accessible at a conscious level. While our chosen methodology was appropriate for the overarching research goals (examination of individuals’ perceptions of learning strategies and practices), we acknowledge the problems associated with the use of interviews. In particular, previous research has suggested that individuals’ judgements of their learning may be inaccurate (Townsend and Heit, 2011) and that individuals may have limited or no direct introspective access to higher-order cognitive processes (Nisbett and Wilson, 1977). Therefore, future research in this area should move beyond retrospective, self-reported data towards methods that allow more objective, real-time elicitation of strategies and practices that individuals use to regulate their learning in the workplace. Using more in-depth ethnographic methods, including a larger group of participants and multiple data sources that could be triangulated, would help to generate more holistic data, identify more robust patterns and surface more nuanced learning processes. However, such methodologically sophisticated studies are also difficult to get support (and funding) for, because they normally require significant time and resource investment that companies/funders are not always prepared to make. Finally, to advance the theorising of self-regulated learning in the workplace, future research should break free from interdisciplinary boundaries, by bringing together the workplace learning, educational psychology and organisational psychology literatures, which have been developing in parallel, but which can usefully learn from each other.
Although more research would be required to ascertain and systematise generalities related to self-regulatory practices in the professional workplace, the present study could nevertheless inform the design and facilitation of learning provision in organisations. Three key specific recommendations for practice are proposed. Firstly, a key point arising from the study is the lack of deliberate reflection on learning in the workplace. Self-reflection is crucial to successful learning, and workers may need dedicated and sustained opportunities to reflect on their learning in the context of work. The findings of this study suggest that work projects could be a useful opportunity for reflection on learning. Extant project review mechanisms such as ‘after-action reviews’ (AARs) or mid-project reviews could be used for structured reflection about each individual’s personal learning, in terms of his or her development of new knowledge, skills and behaviours, rather than focusing only on individual or team performance on the project. Such structured reflection processes should be designed so as to encourage constructive self-evaluation and actionable improvement, helping individuals analyse on how they had done in relation to their learning goals, what they had learnt, what they still have to learn and what they would do differently in the future. Secondly, our findings suggest that professionals, specifically novices, may not always know how to self-reflect in a way that is conducive to learning. Organisations, therefore, should consider supporting individuals in the development of their reflection skills, for example through provision of training or self-study materials on reflection strategies and tools that workers can use to analyse their own learning and development or through informal learning opportunities such as mentoring, coaching or individual development planning discussions with supervisors. Finally, given that individuals’ perceptions of career development opportunities within their organisations, in particular individuals’ knowledge of how the organisation views their career progression potential, appear to be an important factors affecting how professionals set their learning goals, organisations may want to ensure that supervisors periodically discuss the career development opportunities with the workers.
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